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Concept

In this program you will be able to develop manyskills such 
as team work, innovation, team learning,creativity, empathy, 
design thinking, etc. You also will learn some Spanish, how 
to help people to learn by doing and how you as a Warrior 
and change maker can develop and get involve in the 
worldwide education and inclusion solution and life changer.

Objectives

This is a 6 week experience based around Mexico in wich 
you will be challenge to solve a big trouble of education 
and inclusion.

You will be living in Queretaro for 18 days inwich you will 
have an intensive 24 hours theorical and practice
program focused on inclusion in all the different ways you 
can find in our country. 

You will also receive a diploma as a
"Inclusive Warrior change maker"

We will have an 14 days volunteer program in the 
Sierra Gorda of Queretaro working as a teacher and 
solving the challenge you will have assigned.

At last we will learn about inclusive education and social 
projects outside the state of Querétaro and we will be 
able to spend 2 weeks with some native people.

Included services

ACOMMODATION
Double or triple occupancy.

COORDINATION
In all activities and visits.

INSURANCE
International medical expenses.

SOCIAL WORK
and academic course.

MEALS
Included.

MATERIAL
For the academic course.

DIPLOMA
by the University.

LOCAL & AIRPORT
Transfers in group.

NOT INCLUDED:
Air tickets, unspecified meals
and personal expenses.

Host University

Detailes

TERM
6 Weeks

DATE
To be confirmed

DESTINATION
Querétaro, México

Program Cost

PRICE PER STUDENT
$3,199 USD (American Dollars)

Minimum group of 15 students.
Included: An accompanying teacher.
(Not included: Air tickets, unspecified meals,
personal expenses, medical insurance.)
Air tckets not included in any case.

* Prices could be adjusted, with prior authorization from the University.
* Budget valid for 30 days after submitted.

Universidad Mondragón México
https://mondragonmexico.edu.mx/
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HEADQUARTER MEXICO

Gonzalo Escudero

gescudero@openmetier.com
Mobile: +52 442 250 1551

HEADQUARTER ARGENTINA

Blanca Maffioly

bmaffioly@openmetier.com
Mobile: +54 11 5592 6617
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